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EXECUTIVE AIRSHARE ADDS EMBRAER PHENOM 300E
06/09/2018
Executive AirShare has become the nation’s first
fractional provider to add the Embraer Phenom
300E light jet to its fleet. The addition of this new
aircraft also means that Executive AirShare has
been the first commercial operator for all the
Embraer Phenom aircraft. The aircraft delivers
top-tier performance and next-generation
(https://www.bartintl.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/embraer.jpg)

avionics along with a revolutionary […]
READ MORE

RUAG AVIATION RECOGNIZED AS EUROPEAN EXPORT CONTROLS
COMPLIANCE TEAM OF THE YEAR 2018
06/09/2018
The RUAG Aviation team for Trade Compliance
was named the European Export Controls
Compliance Team of the Year by WorldECR
and their publication “The Journal of Export
Controls and Sanctions”.
“We are proud of achieving this award. WorldECR
and the panel of judges have confirmed that our
(https://www.bartintl.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/ruag-newspic.jpg)

focus on a rigorous and sustainable compliance
organization, strategy and infrastructure has
proven successful,” states Philipp Berner, CEO
RUAG Aviation. RUAG Aviation strengthened

trade compliance activities in 2014 to ensure that all employees were fully engaged with all
internal guidelines as well as national and international legal regulations governing export
controls. Philipp Berner continues, “The efforts of this team ensure that compliance is an
effective tool that contributes to quality and the success of our division.”
The enhanced focus on trade compliance at RUAG is also a response to a major reform of the
U.S. export control system, the Export Control Reform (ECR), launched in 2010, which created a
new situation for RUAG. As government-to-government contracts, foreign military sales (FMS)
were not included in ECR, RUAG Aviation, the material competence center of the Swiss Armed
Forces, needed to pursue a dual-license strategy, in order to meet the varying demands of both
the US Departments of State and Commerce. RUAG Aviation expanded their approach by
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establishing a team solely dedicated to trade compliance. Together, the members of the team
address this dual-license strategy in the post-ECR environment and are heavily committed to
training and educating division employees to satisfy the inherent complexities.
“A key element of trade compliance is awareness throughout the value chain. One of our central
focuses is promoting an understanding of why trade compliance activities significantly contribute
to the company’s overall goals going forward,” explains Burim Ceni, Divisional Trade Compliance
Officer, RUAG Aviation. Burim Ceni points out, “This is an evolving and continuous process. We
are interfacing with all departments in an integrated strategy where we actively engage and
advise senior management, sales, finance, supply chain and engineering, so that they all fully
understand the legal, technological and business aspects of export control compliance.”
READ LESS

DUNCAN AVIATION COMPLETES TWO TAMARACK ATLAS WINGLET
INSTALLATIONS
06/09/2018
Duncan Aviation recently completed its first two
Tamarack Aerospace Atlas winglet installations on
Cessna CitationJet aircraft. A CJ1 at Duncan
Aviation for airframe inspections, paint and
modifications as well as the Tamarack Aerospace
Active Winglet installation, delivered last week.
The company also completed winglet installation
(https://www.bartintl.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/duncanwinglet.jpg)

on a CJ3 aircraft in for a ProLine Fusion Flight […]
READ MORE

UPGRADE YOUR AIRCRAFT WITH PRO LINE 21
06/09/2018
StandardAero provides a variety of avionics
capabilities via its network of service providers.
Ranging from repairing a transponder in a Lear
31 to installation of a Collins Pro Line 21
integrated avionic system Major Retrofit in a
Falcon 50-we can handle it. Additionally, we can
assist you with the many choices in cabin
entertainment and […]
(https://www.bartintl.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/06092018_Stand.jpg)
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